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Abstract

Watershed-scale hydrologic models are frequently used to inform conservation and restoration efforts by identifying critical source areas (CSAs; alternatively ‘hotspots’), defined as areas that export relatively greater quantities of nutrients and sediment. The CSAs can then be prioritized or ‘targeted’ for conservation and restoration to ensure efficient use of limited resources. However, CSA simulations from watershed-scale hydrologic models may be uncertain and it is critical that the extent and implications of this uncertainty be conveyed to stakeholders and decision makers. We used an ensemble of four independently developed Soil and Water Assessment Tool (SWAT) models and a SPAtially Referenced Regression On Watershed attributes (SPARROW) model to simulate CSA locations for flow, phosphorus, nitrogen, and sediment within the ~17,000-km² Maumee River watershed at the HUC-12 scale. We then assessed uncertainty in CSA simulations determined as the variation in CSA locations across the models. Our application of an ensemble of models - differing with respect to inputs, structure, and parameterization - facilitated an improved accounting of CSA prediction uncertainty. We found that the models agreed on the location of a subset of CSAs, and that these locations may be targeted with relative confidence. However, models more often disagreed on CSA locations. On average, only 16%–46% of HUC-12 subwatersheds simulated as a CSA by one model were also simulated as a CSA by a different model. Our work shows that simulated CSA locations are highly uncertain and may vary substantially across models. Hence, while models may be useful in informing conservation and restoration planning, their application to identify CSA locations would benefit from comprehensive uncertainty analyses to avoid inefficient use of limited resources.
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1. Introduction

Anthropogenically enhanced nutrient loading has accelerated eutrophication in aquatic ecosystems around the world (Anderson et al., 2002). Affected ecosystems may develop harmful algal blooms (HABs) or hypoxia that disrupt natural systems and adversely affect human health and economic well-being (Hoagland et al., 2002). Conservation and restoration efforts aimed at mitigating nutrient loadings often seek to identify a watershed’s critical source areas (CSAs; alternatively ‘hotspots’ or ‘priority management areas’), defined as areas with disproportionately elevated nutrient and sediment losses (White et al., 2009). Conservation and restoration actions can then be prioritized or ‘targeted’ at these locations to ensure efficient use of limited resources.

Watershed-scale hydrologic models are one of several tools available to facilitate CSA identification. These models can simulate nutrient and sediment losses across a landscape and be used to identify CSA locations (e.g., Tripathi et al., 2003; Srivinasan et al., 2005; Strauss et al., 2007; Robertson et al., 2009; White et al., 2009; Georgas et al., 2009; Ghebremichael et al., 2010, 2013; Kovacs et al., 2012; Wang and Cui, 2012; Robertson and Saad, 2019). Watershed models are particularly helpful in identifying CSAs across large spatial scales or in data-poor environments. However, as we show here, these simulations are affected by uncertainty.

Model uncertainty may arise from differing, but equally valid, model representations driven by differences in (1) input data (e.g., multiple data sets may characterize the rate of fertilizer application differently across a watershed), (2) parameterization (e.g., different values may be assigned to model parameters), and (3) model structure or system conception (e.g., dominant processes may be described using different mathematical formulations) (Wagener and Gupta, 2005). Where different model representations are valid, the differences among resultant predictions (i.e., the uncertainty) warrant consideration in policy and management decisions.

Earlier work has shown that CSA simulations from watershed-scale hydrologic models may vary due to alternative input data (Xu et al., 2016), parameterization (Robertson et al., 2009), and variations in model structure and system conception (Niraula et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2016a). Our goal was to provide a more comprehensive assessment of CSA uncertainty using an ensemble of five hydrologic models. Our objectives were to (1) simulate CSA locations, (2) quantify CSA uncertainty expressed as variation across ensemble models, and (3) determine the extent to which CSA uncertainty was affected by model differences in fertilizer application rates, which we hypothesized would substantially affect CSA simulation uncertainty.

2. Study area

We focused on the ~17,000-km² Maumee River watershed, the largest tributary of Lake Erie – one of the largest freshwater lakes in the world. The watershed is dominated by row crop agriculture (~70%) and is a primary source of phosphorus (P) loadings that contribute to the occurrence of HABs (Obenour et al., 2014; Bertani et al., 2016; Maccoux et al., 2016; Stumpf et al., 2016; Verhamme et al., 2016; Manning et al., 2019). Hence, much effort has been devoted to evaluating the capacity of agricultural management actions (or ‘best management practices’; BMPs) to reduce P export from the Maumee River watershed’s agricultural fields to meet recently established loading goals (Scavia et al., 2017; Martin et al., 2019, and Martin et al. In Review). Identification of CSAs would aid the placement of BMPs in the Maumee River watershed.

3. Methods

3.1. The model ensemble

We used an ensemble of five watershed-scale models that were constructed by different research groups that made different choices with respect to model inputs, parameterization, and structure. Each model constituted an equally defensible representation of the watershed, which resulted in a range of simulations reflecting CSA uncertainty. The ensemble was composed of four Soil and Water Assessment Tool (SWAT) models and one SPAtially Referenced Regression On Watershed attributes (SPARROW) model. The SWAT model is a mechanistic hydrologic model that simulates hydrological and biogeochemical processes including, but not limited to, infiltration-runoff, evapotranspiration, and biogeochemical processing and transport (Arnold et al., 2012). The SPARROW model is a hybrid statistical-mechanistic model that uses regression-based coefficients to describe relationships between observed nutrient loadings and watershed characteristics (Smith et al., 1997). Both SWAT and SPARROW have been used extensively to identify CSAs (for SWAT, see White et al., 2009; Ghebrekemichael et al., 2010, 2013, Niraula et al., 2011, 2013, Liu et al., 2016; Xu et al., 2016; Teshaiker et al., 2017; for SPARROW, see Brakebill et al., 2010; Robertson et al., 2009; Robertson and Saad, 2011).

The five models were built and tested by separate research groups; SWAT = University of Michigan (SWAT), LT = LimnoTech Inc. (SWAT), UM = University of Michigan (SWAT), OSU = Ohio State University (SWAT), GS = U.S. Geological Survey (SPARROW). The models varied with respect to their input data and associated assumptions depicting an array of natural and anthropogenic processes including, for example, fertilizer application rates across the watershed. The SWAT models also varied with respect to parameterization because they used different parameter values when calibrating to observed daily streamflow and nutrient and sediment loads at the gauge near the watershed outlet (U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) streamgage #04193500; U.S. Geological Survey, 2020). The GS SPARROW model was calibrated to annual streamflow and nutrient loads from >1100 gauged locations throughout the Upper Midwest of the United States (Robertson and Saad, 2019). The five models varied with respect to structure because the SWAT models used different sub-modules and equations to simulate specific processes, and the SPARROW model depicted the system via an entirely different set of mathematical formulations.

We included two versions of each model used in the ensemble - differing with respect to model input data, spatial discretization, and parameterization - to assess how CSA simulations changed due to model improvements. The models in version 1 (v.1) of the ensemble were those previously reported by Scavia et al. (2017) and Robertson and Saad (2011) while the models in version 2 (v.2) of the ensemble were those previously reported by Martin et al. (2019), Martin et al. (In Review) and Robertson and Saad (2019). The v.1 and v.2 SWAT models differed with respect to the input data and assumptions used to describe tillage, buffer strips, tile drains, and cover crop practices. In v.1 SWAT models, the representation of these practices was determined without consultation across modeling groups while their representation in the v.2 SWAT...
models was jointly decided upon via analysis of regional survey data. The v.1 and v.2 SWAT models also differed with respect to their representation of the magnitude and location of fertilizer applications. The v.1 SWAT models applied fertilizer by varying methods, including agronomic rates (i.e. rates sufficient to sustain crop growth) and whole-watershed mass balance approaches, while the v.2 SWAT models determined application rates via county-level fertilizer sales and livestock estimates, an approach similar to that used by the v.1 and v.2 GS SPARROW models. The v.1 and v.2 GS SPARROW models differed with respect to the spatial resolution of the individual catchments and the statistical techniques used to evaluate model performance across calibration sites, which resulted in improved accuracy for the v.2 model. Model performance statistics are listed in the Supplemental Material (Table S1), but see Robertson and Saad (2011, 2019), Scavia et al. (2017), and Martin et al. (In Review) for additional discussion.

3.2. Critical source areas identification

We identified CSAs in three steps. First, we extracted each model’s mean annual subwatershed discharge (Q), and export of dissolved reactive phosphorus (DRP), total phosphorus (TP), total nitrogen (TN), and total suspended solids (TSS). Note that v.1 of the GS model did not provide Q, DRP, or TSS, and v.2 of the GS model did not provide DRP. These mean annual export values were calculated over three time-periods: 2005–2014 for all of the SWAT models (v.1 and v.2), 1971–2006 for the v.1 SPARROW model, and 2000–2014 for the v.2 SPARROW model. Model time-periods varied because the SWAT models necessitated a 5-year warm-up period (2000–2004) to stabilize initial conditions, and the v.1 SPARROW model was originally built for a different research effort. Second, because the models used subwatersheds of varying size, area-weighted averages were used to convert individual model outputs to USGS Hydrologic Unit Code 12 (HUC-12) subwatersheds (Seaber et al., 1987). Third, CSAs were identified using each model, representing the 20% of HUC-12 subwatersheds with the highest loss rates (White et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2016b).

3.3. Critical source area model agreement

We assessed CSA agreement in three ways. First, we counted the number of models that identified each HUC-12 subwatershed as a CSA based on maps for each model output variable (Q, DRP, TP, TN, and TSS) in each version of the ensemble (v.1, v.2). Second, we calculated the mean percent agreement ($PA$) between individual models for each model output variable (Q, DRP, TP, TN, and TSS) in each version of the ensemble (v.1, v.2) as,
PA = \frac{\sum_{i}(x_i/y_i)}{n} \times 100 \tag{1}

where PA is the mean percent agreement, n is the total number of possible model pairings in the ensemble (n = 6 or 10, depending on the model output variable and ensemble version), i is an index for the model pairings, x_i is the number of HUC-12 watersheds that were designated as a CSA by both models in the pairing, and y_i is the number of HUC-12 watersheds that were designated as a CSA by either model in the pairing. Third, we calculated the mean Spearman rank-order correlation coefficient (r_s) between individual models for each model output variable (Q, DRP, TP, TN, and TSS) in each version of the ensemble (v.1, v.2). We used the r_s statistic to assess correlation between the model’s rankings (1st to 252nd, the total number of subwatersheds) of HUC-12 subwatersheds with respect to model output variables. The r_s statistic ranges from −1 to 1, where −1 indicates perfect negative correlation and 1 indicates perfect positive correlation. We calculated r_s as,

\bar{r_s} = \frac{\sum_{i}r_{s,i}}{n} \times 100 \tag{2}

where \bar{r_s} is the mean Spearman rank-order correlation coefficient (−1 to 1), n is the total number of possible model pairings in the ensemble (n = 6 or 10, depending on the model output variable and ensemble version), i is an index for the model pairings, r_{s,i} is the Spearman rank-order correlation coefficient calculated between the HUC-12 rankings for the models in the pairing.

3.4. Fertilizer application effects on nutrient CSA location

Because fertilizer applications are a primary source of nutrient input in agricultural landscapes, we hypothesized that simulated CSAs would correspond to locations where more fertilizer was applied, and that CSA uncertainty would be partially explained by differences in how the models represented the distribution of fertilizer across the watershed. We tested this by assessing the coefficient of determination (R^2) between the quantity of fertilizer applied (sum of mineral and organic P or N) and simulated nutrient export (DRP, TP, or TN) for each HUC-12 subwatershed. Further, we assessed the extent to which the models differed in their representation of fertilizer application in the watershed by calculating the correlation coefficient (r) between model-by-model representations of the quantity of fertilizer applied (sum of mineral and organic P or N) across each HUC-12 subwatershed. We limited this part of the analysis to v.2 of the ensemble because fertilizer inputs from all v.1 models were not available.
5. Results

4.1. Critical source areas agreement

The models agreed regarding the location of a subset of CSAs (Figs. 1–2). For example, TP and TSS CSAs for v.1 appeared to coalesce along the northern boundary of the watershed (Fig. 1C), and DRP (Fig. 1B) along the Maumee River. In addition, there were 20–45 HUC-12s identified as CSAs by 3 or more models across all output variables and ensemble versions (see Fig. 3).

However, the ensembles more often disagreed regarding CSA location. The overwhelming majority of HUC-12s identified as CSAs were identified as such by a minority of models (see the generally skewed distribution towards lower model counts in Fig. 3). The \( \pi \) statistics indicated that, on average, only 16–46% of HUC-12 subwatersheds simulated as a CSA by one model, were also simulated as a CSA in another model (Table 1). Further, \( \tau \) statistics indicated that although the models’ overall ranking of subwatersheds was positively correlated, the strength of the relationship was generally ‘weak’ to ‘moderate’ (\( \tau \)) values ranged from 0.21 to 0.57, Tables 1, S1, S2) (Gordon et al., 2004).

4.2. Fertilizer application impacts on nutrient CSA location

We hypothesized that CSA simulations may differ because ensemble models applied fertilizer across the watershed at different rates (Table 2). We observed weak correlation between some model pairing with respect to the quantity of fertilizer applied across HUC-12 subwatersheds. The lack of correlation was especially apparent with regard to the LT model, which appeared as a relative outlier with \( r_s \) values ranging from 0.38 to 0.50 (Table 2). Yet even where the models did apply fertilizer at similar rates across the HUC-12 subwatersheds, fertilizer application did not appear to be a strong determinant of nutrient export and thus CSA location for most other models. Relationships). However, fertilizer application rates were only weakly related to nutrient export and thus CSA location across all models (Fig. 4). Fertilizer application rate was powerful in explaining nutrient loads within the MS model (see \( R^2 \) values of 0.74 and 0.76 for TN and TP, respectively; and this would be expected because the GS model is based on regression relationships). However, fertilizer application rates were only weakly related to nutrient export and thus CSA location for most other models. For example, fertilizer application rates explained less than 4% of the variation in DRP, TP, and TN export from the OSU model.

5. Discussion

5.1. CSA location simulation uncertainty

There was generally weak agreement among models regarding CSA locations. Our results were consistent with Niraula et al. (2013), who showed that CSA locations varied between model types (SWAT and the Generalized Watershed Loading Function model); with Xu et al. (2016a), who showed that CSA locations differed across variations of the SWAT model using digital elevation models (DEMs) of differing sources; and with Robertson et al. (2009) who showed that CSA locations varied by model parameterization.

We found more pronounced variation across models than did Niraula...
et al. (2013). Our calculated PA values for their results were 83%, 64%, and 53% for TSS, TP, and TN, respectively, which were substantially higher than most values for our models (Table 1; and for the PA statistics calculated for individual model pairings, see Supplemental Material Table S2). This suggests that more varied model representation - as depicted by differences across our models - cause more uncertainty than when evaluating the effects of model inputs, parameterization, or structure alone. We believe that our assessment of CSA prediction uncertainty is conservative because our ensemble included just two types of models (SWAT and SPARROW). A more diverse ensemble of model-types could lead to further variation in CSA simulations.

5.2. What led to uncertainty in the CSA predictions?

We hypothesized that CSA uncertainty would be attributable to differences in the rate of fertilizer application across the HUC-12 subwatersheds. While our results confirm that models are more likely to predict CSAs in areas that receive more fertilizer (see generally positive relations in Fig. 4), we found that fertilizer application rates did not explain most variation in load predictions across models and output variables. For example, the UM and GS models applied P and N fertilizer at similar rates across the HUC-12 subwatersheds (r-statistic values of 0.80 and 0.77 for P and N fertilizer, respectively), but their CSA simulations diverged (PA values of 16% and 28% for TP and TN, respectively). Hence, we were unable to attribute CSA uncertainty to differences in how the models depicted fertilizer application across the watershed.

While we could not attribute CSA uncertainty to individual aspects of model variation (i.e. input data, parameterization, and model structure), our results suggest that structural differences may be particularly powerful in affecting model output uncertainty. The GS SPARROW model had consistently lower PA statistics relative to the SWAT models (see Supplemental Material Table S2), indicating that structural variation increased CSA disagreement. This indicates that future analyses would benefit from attention to potential differences in model structure as affecting CSA uncertainty. This finding also highlights the utility of ensemble-based analyses that incorporate models with varied structures.

Our results may have been influenced by the relatively large scale at which we assessed CSAs. We aggregated each model’s simulations – often originating at relatively finer spatial scales - to HUC-12 subwatersheds. While necessary to facilitate inter-model comparisons, use of these relatively large spatial units may have resulted in ‘information loss,’ whereby simulated loads were homogenized via averaging (Wang et al., 2016b). The application of hydrologic models at alternative spatial scales may result in differing accounts of model agreement. Our results may also have been influenced by the lack of variability in land use in the intensively agricultural Maumee River watershed.

Fig. 4. Scatterplots showing the relationship between predicted nutrient export (TP, DRP, or TN) and total fertilizer applied (sum of mineral and organic N or P). Each marker corresponds to a HUC-12 subwatershed (n = 252). All axes are presented in kg ha⁻¹ yr⁻¹. The scatterplots depict only v.2 models as fertilizer inputs from all v.1 models were not available.
5.3. Are the CSA predictions useful?

Uncertainty in simulated CSA locations does not necessarily indicate that these simulations lack utility. We found that there was a subset of HUC-12s that a majority of ensemble models identified as CSAs (Fig. 3). These HUC-12s may be prioritized or ‘targeted’ for conservation and restoration action with relative confidence, demonstrating the utility of watershed-scale hydrologic models as applied to identify CSAs. Our results also indicate that these models may be helpful in identifying low-priority areas, i.e. areas that may be deferred from consideration of conservation and restoration resources (Robertson et al., 2009), as 98 to 165 (~39%-65%) of the 252 HUC-12s were not identified by any of the models, depending upon the model output variable and ensemble version.

Yet our results indicate that the application of models to identify CSA locations would benefit from comprehensive uncertainty analyses that evaluate all sources of model uncertainty (i.e., input data, parameterization, and model structure). Ensemble-based methods are beneficial because of their potential to concurrently assess the effect of these sources, as our work demonstrates. Managers and decision makers should consult multiple models from diverse research groups wherever possible. Where multiple models do not exist for the watershed of interest, there is potential for new methods of model development to evaluate diverse sources of model uncertainty, such as the Integrated Parameter Estimation and Uncertainty Analysis Tool (IPEAT, Yen et al., 2014). Further, a variety of methods may be applied to assess the effects of parameter uncertainty alone, such as Monte Carlo, Latin Hypercube or bootstrapping sampling, or more formalized uncertainty procedures such as Generalized Likelihood Uncertainty Estimation (GLUE) (Shir-mohammadi et al., 2006; Robertson et al., 2009).

Finally, there are opportunities to reduce CSA prediction uncertainty. Uncertainty may be reduced via use of additional in-stream observations (Daggupati et al., 2015), spatially distributed and remotely-sensed evapotranspiration and soil moisture data (Houser et al., 1998; Chen et al., 2011; Herman et al., 2018; Rajib et al., 2018), spatially distributed data describing initial or legacy soil nutrient levels (Jarvie et al., 2013; Dayton et al., 2020), and additional or improved data describing agricultural management practices - for example, depicting the type, timing, and manor of fertilization and tillage practices (Muenich et al., 2017).

6. Conclusion

We found that a small subset of HUC-12 subwatersheds were simulated as CSAs by a majority of models and that these areas could be targeted for conservation and restoration actions with relative confidence. We also found that a large subset of subwatersheds were not simulated as a CSA by any of the models and that these areas could be removed for consideration for conservation and restoration action. However, we conclude that there is substantial uncertainty in CSA predictions provided by watershed-scale hydrologic models, as CSA location predictions may vary as provided by different models of the same watershed, especially if there are considerable differences with respect to model structure. Hence, models applied to predict CSA location would benefit from comprehensive uncertainty analyses.
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